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Foreword 
This report on the City of Madison's economic development review and permitting 
process is the product of a collaboration between the Robert M. La Follette School of 
Public Affairs at the University ofWisconsin~Madison and the Mayor's Office and City 
of Madison's Department of Planning and Development. OUf objective is to provide 
graduate students at La Follette the opportunity to improve their policy analysis skills 
while contributing to the capacity of the city government to effectively provide public 
services to the citizens of Madison. 

The La Follette School offers a two-year graduate program leading to a master's degree 
in public affairs. Students study policy analysis and public management, and pursue a 
concentration in a public policy area of their choice. They spend the first year and a half 
taking courses that provided them with the tools needed to analyze public policies. The 
authors of this report are all enrolled in Public Affairs 869, Workshop in Program and 
Policy Analysis, Domestic Issues. Although acquiring a set of policy analysis skills is 
important, there is no substitute for doing policy analysis as a means of learning policy 
analysis . Public Affairs 869 provides graduate students that opportunity. 

The students were assigned to one of four project teams. One team worked on this 
project for the City of Madison, while the other teams worked on projects for the 
Joint Legislative Council, the Wisconsin Department of Revenue, and the Budget and 
Management Division of the City of Milwaukee. The topic of this report-an analysis 
of the City of Madison's development review and permitting process- grew out ofa 
recommendation included in the 2004 report to the mayor by the City'S Economic 
Development Commission. 

The report by the Economic Development Commission highlighted complaints by 
developers and by individuals wanting to open new businesses in Madison that the 
city ' s development review and permitting process was cumbersome, overly lengthy, and, 
in some cases, too heavily influenced by the preferences of neighborhood associations. 
As a means of evaluating Madison's permitting process, the authors of this report 
conducted detailed case studies of development review and permitting procedures 
in eight American cities that are in important ways simi lar to Madison, and that have 
recently reformed their permitting processes. Based on what the authors learned from 
other cities' experiences, they make a number of recommendations for improving 
Madison's development review and permitting procedures. 

This report does not provide the final word on the complex issues the authors address. 
The graduate student authors are, after all, relatively inexperienced policy analysts, and 
the topic they have addressed is large and complex. Nevertheless, much has been 
accomplished, and I trust that the students have learned a great deal, and that Mayor 
Cieslewicz and the staff of the Department of Planning and Development will profit from 
their analysis of the permitting process. 
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This report would not have been possible without the support, encouragement, advice, 
and guidance of Brad Murphy, the director of the Planning Unit in the Department of 
Planning and Development, and Katherine Naherny, principle planner and manager of the 
Office of Business Resources. 

The report also benefited greatly from the active support of the staff of the La Follette 
School. Terry Shelton, the La Follette outreach director, along with Kari Reynolds, 
Elizabeth Hassemer, and Gregory Lynch, contributed logistic and practical support for 
the project. Karen Faster, La Follette publications director, edited the report and 
shouldered the task of producing the final bound document. 

I am very grateful to Wilbur R. Voigt whose generous gift to the La Follette School 
supports the La Follette School policy analysis workshop projects. With hi s support, 
we are able to finance the production of the final reports, plus other expenses associated 
with the projects. 

By involv ing La Follette students in one of the tough issues faced by city government 
in Madison, I hope the students not only have learned a great deal about doing policy 
analysis but have gained an appreciation of the complexities and challenges facing all 
local governments in Wisconsin and elsewhere. I also hope that this report will contribute 
to the work of the Department of Planning and Development and to the ongoing public 
discussions of city policies that will encourage and facilitate economic development 
in Madison. 
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Andrew Reschovsky 
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Executive Summary 
During a series of business forums held in the summer 0[2004, developers, business 
owners, and other residents voiced concerns about Madison's development review and 
permitting process to city staff and Common Council members. The most common 
complaints were that Madison's process is slow compared to other cities, that frequent 
conflicts occur among city agencies and commissions and their enforcement of ordi
nances, and that ne ighborhood associations have too much power to veto development 
plans. Given OUf analysis ofthc development review and permitting process, we suggest 
that Madison consider expanding its electronic tracking system while exploring the 
option of project facilitators. We recommend this in conjunction with requesting more 
physical space to fac ilitate agency rev iews, and, in light of changes to the Comprehensive 
Plan that deta il s the City's land-use priorities and goals, an ordinance overhaul to ensure 
consistency. 

In our examination of Madison's development review and pennitting process, we look 
at three main concerns outlined by the Madison Economic Development Commission 
in a 2004 rcport: 

(1) Madison's process is slow compared to other cities. 

(2) Divergent ordinances lead to inter-agency confl icts. 
(3) Public invo lvement, while valuable, is uncoordinated and thus cost ly. 

Although Madison has recognized many of the potential problems and is taking steps 
to address them, the infonnation gathered from our analysis of Madison's development
and-review process and from our case studies of other cities across the United States 
suggests that additional opportunities exist for streamlining Madison's processes. 

The purpose of our case studies of other cities was to ascertain how they have dealt with 
concerns similar to those Madison is facing. From our analysis of the changes other cities 
have made, we learned five key lessons that the City of Madison might consider as it 
continues to improve its deve lopment review process. Successful development initiatives: 

• focus on customer satisfaction, needs, and education as 
their first priority; 

• facili tate coordinated publ ic involvement and emphasize 
to customers the necessity of early action; 

• place a high priority on foste ring internal and external 
communication and coordination; 

• are susta inable in the long-term 
and reflect the capacity of a city's budget; and 

• facil itate continual improvement 
toward streamlining complex regu lations. 
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Introduction 
Madison is a center for business development and expansion, and consequently enjoys 
high rankings from organizations and media that measure cities' business viability or 
"business friend liness." According to Forbes magazine, the City of Madison was the 
number one city for businesses nationally in 2004 when considering the quality of the 
workforce, the cost of running a business, job and income growth, and "culture and 
leisure" (8adenhauscn 2004). 

"Business friendly" is a general term used to embody a city 's positive relationship with 
the business community. There are many ways of identifying this attribute in cities. The 
most entrepreneurial cities might he those with many young businesses, large growth in 
small businesses, and job growth in general, or low risks as determined by bankruptcy 
rates (Entrepreneur and D&B 2003). Additionally, a city might be deemed business 
friendly because there are few regulat ions govern ing businesses (McQui llan 2004). Other 
criteria used include sources of funding, economic deve lopment incentives, diversity of 
industries, as well as quality of life indicators such as schools, housing, and commute 
times (Rosenwein 2000; Borden and Murphy 2000). 

In this report, we use the term "business friendly" to describe a city that has a governin; ~ • 
body committed to ensuring an efficient, effective, and equitable permitting process in a "'(", 
manner that supports housing and economic development goals in the context of the Y 
City's other important goals. 

Despite Madison ' s high ranking in Forbes, some of the City 's own businesses and 
residents have concerns about its business policies (Bugher et a l. 2004). During a series 
of business forums held in the summer of2004, city staff and Common Counci l members 
heard from several developers, business owners, and other concerned citizens who voiced 
concerns about Madison' s development review and permitting process. The most 
common complaints heard in these forums were that Madison's process is s low compared 
to other cities, that frequent conOicts occur among city agencies and commissions in their 
enforcement of ordinances, and that neighborhood associations have too much power to 
veto development plans.] 

In response to these concerns, Mayor Dave Cieslewicz committed himself to 
strengthening the ties between the business community and city government. Through the 
Healthy City Initi ative, the mayor affirmed his commitment to help the City of Madison 
develop a bus iness fr iendly environment. The mayor' s initiative identifies Madison's 
processes for reviewing development and building projects as onc potential area for 
improvement. 

The goal of this report is to identify opportunities to improve Madison's development 
review and permitting process to better accommodate the needs of applicants without 
sacrificing Madison 's commitment to the well-being of its residents. We aCknowledge 

I lbe specific substance of the comments made during the forums WId the names of the individuals who made them are 
available in lin appendix of the Economic Development Commission's Repon (0 the Mayor (Bugher, et al., 2004). 



that Madison must strike a balance between preserving the culture and values of the 
community and promoting economic development for the community's financial 
strength. At the heart of this balance is the relationship between the Department of 
Planning and Development and other city agencies, city commissions and neighborhood 
associations, and the business community. 

The recommendations in th is report are derived in part from an assessment of Madison's 
permitt ing process in which we high light areas that slow or complicate the process and in 
part from a casc study. In the case study, we look to other cities whose governing bodies 
have worked to increase efficiency in the permit application process to make interactions 
with the government easier for applicants. By surveying other cities' innovative 
permitting processes, we will attempt to explain why other cities have taken steps to 
change their permitting processes, what steps they took, and the outcomes associated with 
those changes. 
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Madison's Permitting Process 
The term "permitting process" is a general way of describing the process by which 
someone gains approval from the City to bui ld or demolish a structure. The amount of 
time it takes to complete this process depends largely upon the nature of the project and 
the type of customer applying for a permit. For the purpose of this analysis, projects will 
be described as either zon ing-simple or zon ing-complex. Additionally, applicants will be 
divided into those who go through the permitting process one time for a speci fic project 
and repeat uscrs such as Madison-area developers. 

Zoning-simple projects are those that are within the parameters of existing zoning 
ordinance - for example, if someone sought a permit to construct a restaurant in a 
building in an area that was already zoned for commercial use. Zoning-complex projects 
are those that are not within parameters of existing zoning ordinances. These can include: 
requests for zoning variances, zoning map amendments, conditional use permits, and 
planned unit/community development rezoning. 

For some projects, applicants hope to change ex isting zoning through zoning map 
amendments; in others, they seek ing special pennission to use land in a way not 
permitted outright under existing zon ing by utilizing zoning variances, conditional use 
permits, planned unit development, and planned community development projects.2 Each 
of these projects varies slightly in the details of the process and the amount of time it 
takes to complete, but in general , a board or commission must approve all zoning
complex projects for them to be considered for building permits. 

Zoning-simple projects do not include any conflicts with zoning ordinances and therefore 
do not need to go through a public hearing process for board or commission approvaL In 
general, zoning-simple projects take much less time than do zoning-complex projects. 

Whether the proposed project is zoning-simple or zoning-complex, the applicant's degree 
of familiarity with the pennitting process directly affects the expediency of the process 
(Murphy 2005). Repeat applicants usual ly spend less time going through the application 
process because they have a sense of what is expected of them and how to achieve those 
expectations, especially during the pre-application phase of the project. 

Essentially. four combinations of project and applicant types affect the time it takes 
between the initial contact with city stafT and obtaining a permit: 

(I) one-time appiicanls with zon ing-s imple projects, 

(2) repeat appl icants with zoning-simple projects , 
(3) one-time applicants with zoning-complex projects, and 

(4) repeat appl icants with zoning-complex projects. 

l Sec Appendix C for a more deta iled description oh oning-complcx projects. 
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Table 1: Relative Time Required 
for Customer and Project Type Combinations 

Applicant Type 

One-time Repeat 

Zoning-simple Faster Fastest (I - 75 days) 

Zoning-complex Slowest Slower (1 20- 360+ days) 

While streamlining possibilities likely exist fo r each combination, this analysis will 
primarily focus on the two slowest appl icant and project type combinations: one-time and 
repeat applicants with zoning-complex projects. 3 

Fo r these applicants, the permitting process consists of four stages: 

(I) the pre-application stage, from initial contact with city staff to submittal of 
app lication to the City, usually about 60 to 120 days, 

(2) the formal appl ication stage, from application submitta l to Common Council 
approval, usually about 60 days, 

(3) plan sign-off, 30 to 60 days, or as few as I day for zoning-simple, and 
(4) obtaining a building permit, seven to 14 days, or as little as one day for 

zoning-simple. 

Of these stages, typically the pre-appl ication and fonnal appl ication elements take the 
most time. These are the stages that involve meetings with neighborhood alders, hearings 
before a board, and public not ification. Figure I illustrates these first two steps in the 
development review process (City of Madison, Department of Planning and 
Development, Planning Unit 2004).4 

) Zoning-simple projects can take as little as one day or as many as 75, which suggeslS there may be ways 
to further eategori7.c the project types . 
• The development rev iew and permitting process for Zoning-simple projects differs from 7.oning-<:ompJcx 
projects in that they are not required to go through the pre-application and formal application prQC(:sscs. 
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Figure I : Generalized Diagram of Madison Permitting Process (Before Build ing Phase) 
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Stage One; The Pre-Application Process 
The pre-application process is in place for the developer to make initial contact with other 
participants in the permit process. It is also in place to clarify and specify the plan to be 
submitted to the Zoning Office (City of Madison, Department of Planning and 
Development, Planning Unit 2004). The main parties involved in the pre-application 
process are: the applicant, city staff (Zoning, Planning Unit, Engineering, Traffic 
Engineering, and the Fi re Department), the alder, the neighborhood association, and other 
property owners or residents in the immediate area. 

The length of time the pre-application proccss takes depends on factors such as how 
complete the plans are when the deve loper initially approaches the City, how well the 
plan fits with existing land use ord inances (zoning or special district requirements), and 
how well the plan fits with citywide and neighborhood plans. Another factor is how much 
time is spent effectively communicating with neighborhood residents and the alder to 
describe the plan ' s details and receive and incorporate their feedback. In general, how 
well the applicant understands what is expected at th is stage also affects how long the 
pre-application process takes. 

In some cases, the applicant makes contact with the neighborhood association and the alder 
before communicating with the Department of Planning and Development. If this is not the 
case, the applicant is encouraged to make early contact with the corresponding neighborhood 
association and alder after the initial meeting with staff members from Zoning and the 
Planning Unit. While city ordinances do not require the applicant to take this action, doing so 
will most likely expedite the process and reduce the chances of surpri se objections on the 
part of area residents during the fonnal application process (City of Madison, Department of 
Planning and Development, Planning Un it 2004). The applicant is also required to provide 
written notice to the neighborhood association and the alder 30 days before the formal 
submittal of the application (City of Madison, Department of Planning and Development, 
2004b). Although the neighborhood associations do not have formal authority in the actual 
approval of the ermit, Madison s ron encoura es elr partiCipation an gives welg t to 
their comments and concerns in the final decision for a rova Ity 0 Madison, Departmcnt 
of anning and Development 2004a). The applicant is encouraged to integrate the comments 
from neighbors and the City staff into the plan they formally submit. 

Stage Two: The Formal Application Process 
The applicant begins the formal application process by submitting the pennit app lication 
to Zoning. The Planning Unit estimates the typical formal application process takes about 
two months but can take much longer depending upon the complexity and controversial 
nature of thc project (City of Madison, Department of Planning and Development, 
Planning Unit 2004). Once the application is submitted, it is routed to at least seven 
agencies for review.s These agency reviews occur concurrently by the agencies that 
Zoning or the Planning Un it considered rel evant to the project. Once all comments have 
been received, they are distributed to the applicant, alder, and the Plan Commission. The 
Department of Planning and Development has begun to post these comments, the full 

' They arc Planning and [)c\'clopment, Engineering, fire , Mctro Transit, I'arks, Traffic enginccring, and Water Utility. 
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application and relevant ordinances on the Internet prior to hearings, although this online 
project is not fully implemented. 

All zoning-complex projects must gain approval or obtain a recommendation from the 
Plan Commission befo re gaining plan sign-off. The CQIDmon Counci l has fina l authQrity 
on projects that involve rezoning, annexati9n, and subdivision requests. The Pk 
Commission has final approval authority for conditional use permits and demolition 
p'!:: rm its (City of Madison, Department of Planning and Development, Planning Unit 
2004). Addit ionally, if the Plan Commission rejects an application, the Common Council 
becomes involved if an appeal is flied. The Landmarks and Urban Design commissions 
become involved if a project is in a hi storic district or urban design di strict, respectively 

Once an application is submitted, city staff and the applicant are required to take 
numerous steps to inform residents of the proposed plan and their upcoming opportunity 
to comment on it at a publ ic hearing. Within a weck of the application' s submission, the 
City not ifies the involved ne ighborhood association of the submission. In compliance 
with city ordinance, Madison publishes notices for the public hearing in the newspaper 
two weeks in advance and seo.ds similar notices to all who reside within 200 feet of the 
property at least 10 days before the Plan Commission' s ublic hearin (City of Madison, 
Department 0 annmg an Development 2004b). Last, the appl icant is obligated to post 
signs about the upcoming hearing on the property 30 days before conditional-use permit 
hearings and 60 days before rezoning permit hearings. 

The Plan Commission makes a recommendation on the application after the public 
hearing based on comments from the various agencies, comments from the neighborhood 
association, and feedback from the applicant.6 If the project is rejected, the applicant, 
adjoining property owners, or the alder may file an appeal with the Common Council. 

Criticism of Madison's Permitting Process 
The three biggest complaints business owners and developers have about Madison's 
permitting process are that it is slow compared to other cities, frequent conflicts occur 
among city agencies and commissions in their enforcement of ordinances, and 
neighborhood associations have too much power to veto development plans.1 Although 
these comments are often made independently of one another, businesspeople and 
developers who make them arc all concerned about the same thing: inefficiencies 
in the process that are costly to them. 

Any additional ti me spent in the pennining process is not only money spent on the 
development of a project, but a delay on returns from that project. Development is 
even more costly when the plans are sent back for review late in the permitting process. 

, This scenario excludes proj t:ets in historic or urban design districts. '[be Plan Commission decides on 
conditional uses and demoli tions. 
7 At a series of business forums in 2004, the city heard a wide range of comments on topics related to doing business in 
Madison more generally. A large number of these comments focused more spe<:ifically on the development review and 
pennilting processes. The three major themes we iden tify here were drawn from the comments made at those rorums, 
the minutes ofwbich are documented in Appendu.: A o f rhc Economic Development Commission Report of2004. 
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For example, when developers complain that neighborhood associations wield too much 
power, it seems unl ikely they arc disputing the rights of residents to help create the sort 
of neighborhood in which they want to Jive. Instead, developers are frustrated by the 
abi lity of ne ighborhoods to dera il development plans by influencing decisions to send 
plans back for review at a point in the process when it is costly to the applicant because 
they have already invested a lot oftime and resources. 

Ultimately, the interests of the City and the business community would be best served 
by making the process faster and less costly fo r everyone involved wh ile still uphold ing 
the va lues and priorities of the City as described by the City's comprehensive and master 
plans.8 It seems there are three primary means by which this might be accomplished: 

(I) making the approval process more efficient by addressing existing interagency 
CQ(1flicts resulting from ordinances conflicts and the time it takes to do plan 
reviews, 

(2) making public involvement more efficient by encouraging neighbors and 
res idents to st"l' informed on proposed plans and ra ise their object ions early 
rather than late in the process when it is more costly to applicants, and 

(3) making applicant involvement more efficient by finding ways to decrease the 
information costs associated with learning to navigate a complex process. 

Evaluating the Criticism 
The city has already recognized potential inefficiencies in each of these areas and is 
taking steps to remedy them. In spite of the City's efforts to improve its permitting 
process, members of the business and development communities continue to complain, 
which suggests to us that there may be additiona l room for improvement. We examine 
the efficiency of the plan review process and public involvement in permitting as well 
as the ease with which applicants navigate the system to ascertain whether criticisms 
are warranted that the process is excessively time consuming and costly. 

Site-Plan-Review Efficiency 
Two major areas within the plan review process can slow permitting: 

( I) the time it takes agenc ies to rev iew a project, and 
(2) outdated ordinances. 

Agencies often will review plans several times to ensure that ordinances are observed and 
that required changes are made. At minimum, plans will be reviewed informally during 
the pre-appl ication process, the forma l application process, and then a third time before 
plan sign-off. To expedite the agency review process, thc D~partment of Planning l!!ld 
Development recently moved to an online plan sign-off following approval from the 

I "Smart Growth" legislation passed in 1999 requires Wisconsin cities, YilIagcs, towns, counties, and regional 
planning wmmissions to develop "wmprehcnsive plans" by January I, 2010, with which any local programs and 
actions affecting land use must be wnsistenl. For more information sec '"Some Key Points About Wisconsin's New 
'Smart Growth' Legislation" by Brian Ohm at hup:l/www.wisc.edulurpUp«IplcJohmlprOjectslsmartgro\\th f7in&lo:.hlmL 
(Ohm 2(05). 
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appropriate body. Under this new system, rath_er than routing the plan from one agency to 
another sequentially, each agency gets a copy at the same time. The software documents 
the date when each agency looked at the plan and whether it is still being reviewed or the 
review is complete. The agency can enter whether the plan was acceptable, and what, if 
any, comments its staff had. All of this infonnation is available to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the reviewing agencies, the applicant, and neighborhood 
associations (Murphy 2005). This process allows applicants to know which agencies have 
not yet reviewed a project. It also allows applicants to see comments from the review 
staff as soon as they finish them, instead of having to wait for all staff to review the plan. 

The review process can be slowed when one agency's review is based on an ordinance 
that conflicts with an ordinance that another agency uses for its review. The plan reVIew 
is contingent upon authorization from various agencies not housed within the Department 
of Planning and Development. These can include the Fire Department's inspection unit, 
and Traffic Engineering, Water, and Engineering which is in the Department of Public 
Works and Traffic Engineering. The city's reliance on multiple agencies for reviewing 
prqlects under multiple ordinances creates the potential for interagency conflicts. The 
rules regarding who should have authorjty oyer speci fic issues when interagency conflicts 
o<;.£ur are unclear, so changes to a plan made by one agency may conflict with those mad; pr; 
by another. No one within the City has the authority to say which changes should prevail 
or how the decision should be made. The applicant, meanwhile, has no one person to 
whom she can refer to make the changes needed to be granted approval. 

The Department of Planning and Development and the City of Madison are aware of this 
problem of interagency conflicts and the effects they can have on the overall expediency 
of the pennitting process. In light of these conflicts between reviewing agencies, the 
mayor has fonned a statT team to formulate recommendations on codes, ordinances, and 
procedures that have historically conflicted with one another. Presumably, this will 
provide guidance for resolving most conflicts between reviewing agencies and reduce 
confusion on the part of the applicant. This also removes some of the burden on Plan 
Commission and Common Council members to interpret the priorities of the reviewing 
agencies when the final recommendation is under their authority (Murphy 2005). 

In addition to try ing to resolve specific conflicts between agencies, the City is updating 
its Comprehensive Plan, which details land-use priorities and goals. This not only guides 
the Common Council, its boards and commissions, the Department of Planning and De
velopment, and the agencies involved in the plan review process, but also provides guid
ance to people seeking to establish or expand their businesses in the City (City of Mad i
son, Plan Commission 2004). Specifically, in a 2004 draft of the Comprehensive Plan, 
the City. includes an objective that stresses the importance of the role of residents in land
use decisions and outl ines what the City will do to promote their mvolvement. ' j his helps 
app licants by dlustratmg tfie role that Madison hopes Its cItizens will play III the dev~lop
ment process but could also complicate efforts to resolve zoning ordinance conflicts.p" 
Zoning ordinances are in place to help ensure im plementation of Comprehensive Plan's 
goals. An overhaul of the Comprehensive Plan would seem to necessitate a correlating 
revision of the zoning ord inances presumably to elimI nate some of the conflicij . 
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Public Involvement 
Complaints by permit applicants about the length and complex nature of the review 
process indicate that improvements might be made in the area of ordinances and 
requirements (Fau lkner, Sharpe, and Cogan 1987). While ordinance "adjustments" can 
often lead to the aforementioned problem of conflicting ordinances, they can be a way to 
adjust the development review and permitting process to changes in technology, policy, 
or public opinion. The Economic Development Commission Report to the Mayor 
documents complaints about how long the process can take: "regulations and 
delays ... add to the cost of projects or doing business" (Madison Economic Development 
Commission 2004:4). This report does not mention specific regulations, but comments 
from a 2004 Best Practices Working Session suggest that uncoordinated in ul from 
neighbors and nei hborhood associations can dela the recess City of Madison, 
Department of Planning and Development 2004a) . One concern from developers 
regarding the formal application process was that "the public process is allowed to slow 
or stagnate in de fe rence to 'neighborhood input,' even when opportun ity for public input 
has [already] occurred" (City of Madison, Department of Planning and Development 
2004a:8). This and other comments suggest that the formal application process might 
take longer in Madison than in other cities that do not have organized and invo lved 
neighborhoods. 

The City of Madison Development Guide suggests that the average time to obtain devel
opment plan approval and a permit, if a formal neighborhood review is required, ranges 
between 74 and 101 days (City of Madison, Department of Planning and Development 
2004b). The actuallcngth of time for various processes was recorded during the two-year 
period between October 2002 and October 2004.9 During this time zoning map amend
I1J§nts and planned urban dcyelopments took an average of @ days from the date of the 
formal application submission to the approval by the Plan Commission or the Common 
Council. CoQ£litional-usc permits took an average of 40 days (City of Madison, Depart
ment of Planning and Development 2004c). The range for zoning map amendments and 
planned urban dcvelopments was SO to 153 days. Conditional use permits ranged 
betwcen 28 and 82 days. While we had little data that indicated how long these processes 
take, a general survey of developmcnt review and permitting processes of similar nature 
ranged between 50 and 130 days. lO Most were between 90 and 110 days. For example, 
in 2003 in Eugene, Oregon, a conditional use pennit took an average of 74 days to go 
from submiss ion of a fina l application to the decision, whcreas in Madison, the process 
averaged 40 days. In general, the City of Madison does not a ar to take more time in ] ~ 
the formal application process t an ot er cities in our analys is. 

These numbers do not account for the amount of time spent in the pre-appiication 
process. Based on comments from the Best Practices Working Session, neighborhoods, 
developcrs, and pol icy-makers all seem to think that the development review process 
goes more smoothly when applicants spend more time with the pre-application process. 

'Outliers were removcd from their analysis 
10 The depanmcnls with the shortest times typically involved Iiale, if any, public notification and ~n: bollIld 10 
approving projects by a certain date or they would automatically be approved. Departments with longer limes tcnd to 
n:quire mon: public hearings. 
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Specifically, everyone seems to agree that when developers devote sufficient time and 
effort to discussing their plans with the neighborhoods before they formally submit an 
application, the more welcome the project will be in the community and the fewer delays 
the applicant will encounter later in the process (City of Madison, Department of 
Planning and Development 2004a).11 

The neighborhood associations and neighbors do not have the final say in projects proposed 
in their areas, but the Plan Commission and the Common Council are made up of alders 
and citizens who are residents of Madison and have a relationship with neighborhood 
associations. Applicants assume that compliance with codes will give them the timely 
passage of their plan. When comments from neighbors come in late in the process, 
applicants can experience additional delays and costs as commissions give considerable 
weight to the concerns of neighbors. This form of representative government plays a 
critical role for neighborhood associations who are not otherwise formally granted 
authority in the final decision . However, confusion surrounding the role of neighborhood 
associations has led to frustration on the part of both developers and neighbors. Developers 
get frustrated because the lack of coordinated and informed communication of a plan 
within a neighborhood can result in comments coming in late from area residents. 
Neighborhood residents get frustrated because they feel that developers are not attentive 
enough to their visions for their neighborhoods. 

Presumably, with some research into the various codes and ordinances relevant to 
a spec ific parcel of land, an appl icant would be able to submit a development plan 
capable of winning approval from the Plan Commission and Common Council, but 
zoning ordinances do not tell the develo er an thin about the references of 
neighbor ood residents . An applicant often turns to neighborhood associations for 
duectlon tegaroing area development preferences, but if the there is no neighborhood 
association, or if the association is not coordinated in conveying their preferences and 
disseminating proposed plans to residents, it becomes more difficult for anyone entity 
to speak on behalf of the neighborhood. Without a coordinated and informed effort to 
disseminate project information, a plan can make it as far as the Plan Commission 
before it draws significant criticism from neighborhoods, at which time it might be 
sent back for rev isions based on comments from neighbors . This becomes costly for 
the applicant, who may have already invested a lot of time and resources in the project. 
Additionally, it may be frustrating if the applicant feels as though he or she went 
through the required steps to try to understand the development preferences of the 
neighborhood early in the process, only to. find out that not all neighbors had an rfJ-
0RPortunity to comment on the project. The issues appear to be one of disseminating 
the most recent in formation on a project as thoroughly as possible to all affected 
neighbors and relying upon their level of organization to provide unified input 
regarding projects. 

II Developers commented that "[njeighborhood meetinglsj can flush out issues early;" neighborhood associations 
added that "li jt's good when developers meet with neighborhood groups early in their planning for a project;" and 
policy-makers roncurrcd and explained that with early notification and discussion ''Neighborhood AssociatiMs get 
'invested' in the project" (City of Madison Department or Planning and Development 2004a:5). 
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To address the absence of neighborhood organizations or neighborhood plans, the Depart. 
ment of Planning and Development and the City have taken steps to help neighborhoods 
form associations and coordinate a consensus and conveyance of their development goals 
by providing infonnation and training. The Department of Planning and Development 
provides training on a case·by·case basis on how to organize area residents and develop 
neighborhood plans. The department also hosts annual conferences and round tables for 
neighborhood associations on specific development topics. Additionally, agency provides 
grants for leadersh ip development and capital improvements (Murphy 2005). One of the 
benefits of a wclI·organ ized neighborhood association is that it provides a mechanism 
through which people hoping to develop there can communicate efficiently with residents 
and better understand the priorities of the neighborhood. 

To make sure that the most recent comments and plans are available to alI interested 
parties, the City is beginning to use an online system called the Legistar Legislative 
lnfonnation Center. This center provides anyone with an Internet connection access 
to the plans, including the actual application with pictures and al\ comments, as well 
as project relevant ordinances. Overall , the Department of Planning and Development 
is using educational tools and online technology to help neighborhoods convey their 
concerns to potential developers. 

Applicant Understanding 
In considering the initial contact an applicant might have with planning and zoning 
staff, it is to be expected that zoning·complex projects would require a greater time 
commitment on the part of both planning staff and applicant than zoning·simple projects. 
First·time applicants also require more gu idance than applicants who have gone through 
the permitting process before. Whether the project is zoning·simple or zoning·complex, 
the question becomes how the Department of Planning and Development can help first· 
time applicants understand what is expected of them in the "most efficient manner" 
the least amount of time for planning staff to ensure the applicant understands the 
pennitting process. 

There are two parts to understanding the permitting process: learn ing the requirements 
for obtaining a permit and learning how to meet those requirements in a timely fashion 
without sacrificing community priorities. An applicant must begin by discerning what 
type of project he or she has (zon ing amendment, conditional use, etc.); he or she must 
then learn what to do given the type of project, as well as which documents are needed 
and how to present the plans. The applicant must find out who to contact regarding the 
project, as well as how and when to contact those people. In addition, applicants must 
detennine which ordinances apply to their projects, what those ordinances mean, and 
how to comply with them. This information could be presented to an applicant in 
printed or electronic fonnat, which might reduce the amount of time staff members 
spend explaining the process but increase the amount of time the applicant has to 
spend deciphering the process. Converse ly, staff could dedicate a lot of time to 
walking applicants through the process, which may reduce the amount oftime a 
firsHime applicant spends learning the process but would require a lot of time 
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on the part of zoning and planning staff. Given the desire to minimize the time required 
by each party, the ideal situation wou ld be one in which first-time applicants can easily 
and quickly determine the requ irements for their projects by acquiring only relevant 
information and then consulting with staff as needed. 

To facilitate an applicant' s understanding of the permit requirements, the Department 
of Planning and Development has published guidelines for the various permitting 
situations in the Development Guide: Land Use and Construction Approval Processes. 
First-time applicants who physically go to the department' s office receive this 
document. The Development Guide provides clear flowcharts and thorough descriptions 
of the processes, information about where to get help, and which agencies and boards 
review different types of plans. Without the assistance of planning and zoning staff, 
applicants need to look through many different sections to figure out which kinds of 
projects they have and which permits they might have to obtain. 

By providing information about the deta ils of the permitting process in the 
Development Guide, the Department of Planning and Development is educating 
applicants on how to go through the permitting process. To further facilitate the 
learning process, the department is developing a Best Practices Guide with tips on 
how to expedite the permitting process. Written for developers, neighborhood 
associations, and policy-makers, the Best Practices Guide is intended to augment the 
ex isting Development Guide by filling in any gaps regard ing projects that need 
Common Council and Plan Commiss ion approval. In addition, it will provide tips for 
each group on how to make the entire process efficient while ensuring that all voices 
are heard. it explains each group's role in the permitting process, general criteria for 
planning staff review, tips for communicating a plan to the City, tips for contacting 
the neighborhood and alder, suggestions about other potentially interested parties, and 
guidance about how the project may evolve given recommendations by city staff. For 
neighborhood associations and residents, it gives tips on how to organize and how to 
communicate neighborhood concerns. In general, the goal with respect to the 
neighborhood associations is to make sure they arc ready to participate by having a 
method by which they handle new development, get updates regarding the most 
recent project plans, disseminate inrormation about new developments to residents for 
feedback, and understand the standards by which city staff wi ll review projects (City 
of Madison, Department of Planning and Development, Planning Unit 2004). The 
Best Practices Guide will help stakeholders in the permitting process understand their 
role and the roles of other groups, and it will stress the need for each group to 
understand and respect the concerns or each of the other. 

Much of the information in the Development and the Best Practices guides is 
available online in the form of downloadable documents. Applicants who do not 
know what they seek or are unfamiliar with terminology may have great difficulty 
determining which documents they need or how the Department of Planning and 
Development would categorize their projects. Even with the Development Guide, 
applicants would still need to determine which ordinances apply to the properties 
they wish to develop. 
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To provide applicants with guidance about the preferences and priorities of 
the neighborhoods in which they hope to build, the Department of Planning and 
Development posts neighborhood plans on its web site. These plans include design 
priorities, growth preferences, and contact information for the neighborhoods. Easy 
access to this information means that applicants can research the area in which they 
hope to build early on, perhaps even before they approach the department with the ir 
plans. This may save them time and money if they develop their orig inal plans with 
the goals of the neighborhoods in mind, thereby reducing the likelihood of having 
to make changes due to conflicting priorities. 

Applicants and staff share the respons ibility of making sure applicants understand 
the development review and permitting process. Zoning and planning staff are 
primarily responsible for explaining the permitting process and working with 
applicants to identify needed approvals and to layout the process and timeline. The 
Office of Business Resources, which is part of the Department of Planning and 
Development, assumes some of this burden by acting as a guide of sorts to help a 
small subset of the appl icants navigate the permitting process (Murphy 2005). One 
of the functions of the staff is to explain the permitting process, and on the Office of 
Business Resources web site, potential applicants can determine which approvals 
are required, how much time they take, and which reviewing boards will be 
involved, given the applicant's business needs. The Office of Business Resources is 
not usually the fi rst point of contact for business applicants, nor is it intended to be. 
lt has only two full·time and onc half·timc staff. While it could expand its efforts to 
be a first point of contact, this would provide assistance to only the subset of 
applicants starting or expanding their businesses. 

Despite these efforts to provide informational materials and city staff services to 
assist applicants in understanding the process, city stafTmembers still dedicate a 
substantial amount of time to walking applicants through the process. Reasons for 
this may be that the printed material is dense, confusing, or difficult to access. The 
city is attempting to provide applicants with consistent information while reducing 
staff time spent on explaining the development and reviewing process; however, 
neither party is satisfied. 
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Summary of Key Findings Regarding Criticism 
of Madison's Development Review and Permitting Process 
In considering the criticism that the City of Madison 's plan review and permitting 
process has recei ved, we examined three ways in which the overall efficiency of 
the permitting process might be reduced: 

(I) the plan review process, 
(2) public involvement, and 

(3) facilitation ofbener understanding of the permitting 
process on the part of the applicant. 

After carefully examining each of these areas, it seems clear that Madison has recognized 
many of the potential problems and is taking steps to address them. Nonetheless, constant 
changes in legislation, technology, and land-use demands warrant constant changes to the 
development review and permitting processes. Criticism acts as a touchstone for change. 
In response, the city has changed the p lan review process, involved the public more 
efficiently, and improved methods through which potential applicants learn about the 
process. Opportunities for streamlining the process still exist. Madison has been 
recognized by some surveys as a good place to do business and presumably wants 
to maintain, ifnot improve, that reputation. Our analysis of the criticism suggests a 
number of potential areas of improvement: 

• While it is unc lear if the development review and permitting process 
actually takes longer in Madison than in other similar cities, the pre
application and final application plan reviews could be completed 
more quickly if the Department of Planning and Development 
implemented a fully automated system for plan sign-off. 

• While the mayor's staff team is address ing problems ofconflieting 
ordinances, upcoming changes in the Comprehensive Plan might make 
some zoning ord inances inconsistent with city goals. Additionally, the 
Department of Planning and Development has not yet addressed the 
issue o f how it will deal with new ordinance conflicts as they arise as 
part of ongoing adjustments to reflect changes in policy, technology, 
and public opinion. 

• Coordinating the valuable input of the neighborhood associations 
and residents continues to be an obstacle. 

• The complexities of the development review and permitting process 
take a lot of effort to understand. This increases the time it takes 
applicants to understand what is required of them and may affect how 
many t imes a plan is sent back for revisions. 

Given the criticism and the potential areas of improvement, we tum to our case study 
of cities that have undergone innovative changes to streamline their permitting processes. 
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Looking Toward Innovation: What Have Other Cities 
Done to Streamline Their Permitting Processes? 
The second component of this report is a comparison of different cities' permitting 
processes. To identify cities comparable 10 Madison, we reviewed lists of peer cities 
identified as business friendly in naliona l rankings. This search yielded 40 cities from 
which we selected eight to be the subjects of our case study. These eight have, in the last 
five to 10 years, implemented innovative approaches to their permitting processes, and 
their political or economic environments are s imilar to Mad ison's. The eight cities are: 

• Austin, Texas • Orlando, Florida 

• Cincinnati, Ohio • Portland, Oregon 

• Eugene, Oregon • San Diego, California 

• Kansas City, Missouri • S1. Paul, Minnesota 

The primary criterion for selecting these eight cities was that, collectively, they represent 
a range of diverse and innovative permitting processes. The secondary criteria included 
comparability to Madison with respect to factors such as population size, population 
growth rate, education level, and per capita income. Also, most of the cities have large 
universities located w ithin their city limits and have active neighborhood associations. 
By noting specifically how these cities approach improving their relationships between 
their city govcrnments and business communities, we consider whether actions they 
took would be applicable and effective if tried in Madison. Table 2 summarizes selected 
characteristics of the eight cities and Madison. 

For each city, we attempted to ascertain: 

(I) the time it takes for a project to be approved or rejected, based 
on whether the project needs administrative approval or board 
or commission approval ; 

(2) physical and organizational methods used to guide customers 
through the pennitting process; 

(3) the number of agencies and board and commissions involved 
in the process; 

(4) the amount of time (consu ltant and staff) and money the cities 
have invested in technology to streamline the process; and 

(5) ways in which the process is tailored to speci fic groups of 
customers (e.g., firsHime business owners versus professional 
developers or small versus large businesses) . 
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Table 2: Case Study Cities' General Selection Demographics 

Percent of 
Population Per Capita 

with Income in 
Population Growth Bachelo rs Square Median 2000 ' 

City Government Structure Population I Rate Since 19902 De~ree ' Miles l Aec' 2000 dollars) 

iAustin, Texas Mayor & City Manager 656,562 4 1% 40.4 252 30 $ 24,163 
Cincinnati , Ohio Mayor & City Manager 33 1,2 85 -9% 26.6 78 32 S 19,962 
!Cugene, Oregon ity Manager 137,893 21% 37.3 41 33 $ 21,315 
Kansas City, Missouri ity Manager 44 1,545 2% 25.7 314 34 $ 20,753 
Madison , \Viscolisin Mayor 208,054 9% 48.2 69 3I S 23,498 
Minneapolis/St. Paul, 

Mayor Minnesota 669,769 5% 37.4 10' 31 $ 22,685 

p riandO, Florida Mayor 185,951 13% 28.2 94 33 $ 21,2 16 
Wort land, Oregon Mayor 529, 12 1 2 1% 32.6 134 35 $ 22,643 
San Diego, Californi a Mayor & City Manager 1,250,000 10% 35.0 324 32 $ 23,609 
Sources. 
I 2000 U.S. Census 
2.US Depanment of Commerce. Bureau of Economic Analysis 
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We werc also interested in the role and authority of neighborhood associations in 
the pcrmit approval process. Ifneighborhood associations had a significant role in 
the developmcnt review process, we wanted to know if they had objective guidelines 
by which to make comments. We found detailed information about the economic 
development departments and planning commissions such as department size, budget, 
and the agencies with which the planning department works when approving plans 
for building permits. For cities that use project managers, we were also interested in 
the role and expertise of the project manager, her or his education level , and her or his 
authority to sign off on projects. We used th is information to compare the strengths and 
weaknesses of each city ' s approval process to Madison's specific needs. Appendix A 
lists the questions we used when interviewing planning department staff from each city. 

We faced a number of limitations in conducting this case study. Fi rst and foremost, this 
case study was performed with very limited resources. As mentioned earlier, the cities 
we selected do not necessarily constitute a representative sample of all the possible 
innovative streamlining techniques a city could implement. Our research team had 
only about five weeks to gather what informat ion we could about these cities by phone, 
through electronic mail communication, from web sites, and from information collected 
by the American Planning Association Research Department; we were unable to conduct 
site visits. Because of the amount oftimc allotted to perform this analysis, we cannot be 
sure that the people wc interviewed from each city wcre the best candidates to interview. 
Ideally, we would have liked to speak with several people from each city, but in most 
cases, resource limitations constrained us to interviewing only one person per city. 
Given these limitations, we arc unable to perform dctailed estimates of cost or 
performance outcomes, but we are able to describe relative expenses and outcomes 
that Madison could expect ifit implemented any of these strategies. 

Practices of Cities with Innovative Processes 
The following section highlights the ways in which eight selected cities have 
changed their application processes in light of three main objectives: 

(I) increasing site plan review effic iency; 
(2) facilitating coordinated communications between the city 

and stakeholders; and 
(3) addressing the customer's needs for education and information 

about the development process. 

This section showcases improvements cities have made to their development 
review processes. To summarize each innovative action, we note examples of 
cities that have implemented the specific measure ("city examples"), categories 
of costs critical to making such a change ("cost categories"), and ways in which 
cities measure success ("sample success indicators"). 
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Table 3: Streamlining Options Used by Cities in Case Study 

Austin, 
Texas 
Cincinnati, 
Ohio 

Kansas 
City, 
Missouri 
Orlando, 
Florida 
Portland, 
Oree.on 
St. Paul, 
Minnesota 
San Diego, 
California 
Madison, 
Wisconsin 
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City examples: Austin, Cincinnati, Eugene, Kansas City, Orlando, Portland, St. Paul, 
and San Diego 

Cost Capital costs, personnel costs, and transitional costs 
categories: 

Sample success Number of walk-in customers served, number of applications filed! 
indicators: reviewed, penn its issued, customer wait time (in minutes), fees 

received (in dollars), tum-around time for legal liaison requests (in 
hours), customer satisfaction (by survey), internal staff satisfaction 
(by survey), and number of development process web site page 
reviews. 
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Many cities have created one-stop shops to remedy confusing inconsistencies and 
inefficiencies in the development review process. A one-stop shop brings representatives 
from participating agencies to one central location so that an entire development project, 
from start to finish, can be managed in a single location. The advantage of having a one
stop shop is its capacity to provide a more uniform and consistent process across the 
entire deve lopment path. Additionally, a one-stop-shop fosters efficiency, as it prevents 
the customer from hav ing to fill out various applications in multiple locations throughout 
the development process. This physical change in the development process emphasizes 
an important goal: serving the customer. 

To consolidate the process ofland development permitting and assistance, Austin created 
a one-stop shop. Prior to implementing new systems, Austin's process sent customers to 
several locations for permits and reviews. One agency's review could adversely affect the 
decisions made at other agencies (Wilkinson 2005). Within the one-stop shop, Austin 
implemented a permit center to issue permits for builders, developers, and property 
owners, thereby shortening the time allocated for the permitting process before beginning 
development activity. 

Cincinnati implemented its Business Development and Permit Center in 2004. It is a 
single point of contact service for homeowners, developers, architects, small business 
owners, construction personnel, and others involved in the development and building 
penn it process. In this case, the mayor responded to community concerns about an 
inefficient permitting process by commissioning a report from Cincinnati's Economic 
Development Task Force (Briggs 2005). Implementing the center was one of nine task 
force recommendations. 

Automated Tracking System 

City examples: Cincinnati, Kansas City, Orlando, Portland, St. Paul, 
and San Diego 

Cost categories: Technology costs (software acqu isition, periodic upgrades, 
and possible system upgrades to accommodate software) 
and transitional costs 

Sample suecess Number of applications fi led/reviewed, number of permits issued, 
indicators: customer wait time (in minutes), fees received (in dollars), 

customer satisfaction (by online survey), internal staffsatisfaction 
(by survey), and number of automated tracking system web site 
page reviews. 

A second approach to improving the efficiency of the site-plan review process is to create 
a fully automated application process that increases the speed and accuracy of real-time 
information for staff and the customer, enables customers to retrieve information 
electronically, and reduces manual staff effort. To this end, an automated project tracking 
system includes applicant information and project location; project description, scope, 
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and budget; designated staff members and interested party names for public notices; 
project schedule and documents; and information concerning various project issues. 

In July 1999, Portland began using new permit tracking software called Tracking 
Review and Construction System, which processes pennit applications from start 
to finish, allowing coordination among all seven city bureaus. Additionally, 
TRACS allows application details and project status to be electronically available 
to customers (Phill ips 2005). 

Cincinnati is in the process of implementing a fully automated system for site-plan 
review that allows for electronic plan submission. They hope that this new system will 
eliminate 90 percent of the interaction between customers and planning staff, which 
would clearly improve the efficiency of the development review process for both city 
staff and applicants . 

Project Facilitators 

City examples: S1. Paul and San Diego 

Cost categories: Personnel costs 

Sample success Number of projects receiving assistance, customer satisfaction 
indicators: (by survey). and internal satisfaction (by survey) 

Project facilitators have proven to be a key factor in providing customers with smooth 
and efficient development review and permitting processes. Project facilitators are city 
staff, often within the city' s planning or permitting departments, who act as liaisons 
between the customers and city staff. Facilitators have a thorough understanding of each 
agency's requirements and authority. In most cases, a facilitator will work with a 
customer from the pre-application process through the end of the project. St. Paul's 
Department of Licensing, Inspection and Environmental Protection employs project 
facilitators whose primary responsibilities are to help customers get building pennits, 
licenses, and anything else needed to complete their building projects. These facilitators 
can answer basic questions about development and licensing in S1. Paul, and when 
complex questions or problems arise. facilitators foster communication between 
customers and the appropriate agencies or specia lized inspectors. 

Team consultation 
City examples: Kansas City, Orlando, Portland, and San Diego 

Cost categories: Personnel costs (hours of time expended by current staff) 

Sample success Number of projects receiving assistance, customer satisfaction (by 
indicators: survey). and internal satisfaction (by survey) 
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Team consultation that involves representatives from each agency with authority in the 
planning and permitt ing processes is another way to provide assistance to developers and 
facil itate a smooth and effic ient process. A developer meets with these representatives for 
a pre-determined period of time to discuss project plans in any stage, from pre-appl ication 
to formal application. This enables the agency representatives to consult with the 
deve loper and each other during that meeting. 

Kansas City has implemented a team consultation approach. The city created a 
Business Development and Assistance Team made up of representatives from all 
involved city departments to provide customers with as much preliminary information 
about the development of the specific site and project as possible. The team convenes 
on Thursdays from 10 a.m. until noon to mect with a maximum of two customers. 
Meetings with customers are limited to one hour each.12 By assigning a weekly two
hour time slot for agencies to come together and consult with applicants, Kansas City's 
Business Assistance Team has provided informal cross-agency training. The teams 
have also prov ided contacts to staff members in each agency (pajor 2005). 

Public Involvement 

Earlier public notice 

City examples: Portland 

Cost categories No significant costs. 

Sample success Stakeholder satisfaction (by survey), and interna l satisfaction (by 
indicators: survcy) 

Earlier public notice gives residents, neighborhood associations and other public groups, 
which are often run by volunteers, a more reasonable amount of time to learn about a 
project and respond in a coordinated fashion. This coordinated response is often more 
valuable to developers and other customers of the planning and permitting processes, and 
consequently faci litates a more efficient process. 

Portland now requires earl ier public notice and involvement in its review process. Any 
project complex enough to require a zon ing variance requires a public comment period of 
at least 47 days before city staff can make any dec isions on the project. 13 This is designed 
to complement Blueprint 2000, by requiring more pre-application conferences and a 
neighborhood contact. The focus is not necessarily on increased public involvement but 
on more effective publ ic involvement. Portland also implemented the Customer Service 
and Public Information Program in Ju ly 2003 (Phillips 2005). The program is designed to 
expand the Bureau of Development Services' customer service efforts. A team from this 
bureau meets with neighborhood and business groups to determine what kinds of 
information are most wanted and needed. 

11 City of Kansas City, Missouri, w.:b site, hllp:l/www.kcmo.org. al;(;esscd 14 March 2005. 
Il Web sile for Bureau o f Development Services, Portland, Oregon, 
hnp;lIwww.portlandonli~.eomlbd"'index .efm?c=36359, accessed April 23, 2005. 
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Coordinated neighborhood involvement 

City examples: Cincinnati, Portland, and St. Paul 

Cost categories: Personnel costs (staffing for neighborhood coordination 
through city staff or through a grant program to pay 
for outside staff) and transitional costs 

Sample success Stakeholder satisfaction (by survey), internal satisfaction 
indicators: (by survey), length of pre-application (in days) 

Many of the cities examined in this report acknowledged complaints from planning and 
pennitting process customers about inefficiency and lack of coordination of public input. 
Cities have responded to these concerns with efforts to fac ilitate coordinated 
communication between customers and public groups such as neighborhood associations. 
Coordinated communication efforts often take the form of geographically focused zones 
or districts that represent a group of neighborhood and business assoc iations. In some 
cases, these representative organizations hire a full- or part-time staff person to facilitate 
communication between the city and the organization's constituency. In other cases, a 
city staff person is designated to facilitate communication. 

In the late 1990s, Cincinnati divided the city into six zones and assigned a planning 
department representative, a city housing representat ive, and a member of the business 
community to each zone. The representatives from each zone were charged with 
involving members of the community in development and planning decisions. 

St. Paul facilitates communication between the public and the city's Department of 
Planning and Economic Development by organizing the city into 19 districts (Lynch 
2005). These geographically focused districts reprcsent the interests of city residents and 
neighborhoods by providing feedback on development projects in their respective areas. 
In addition, the Department of Planning and Economic Development's staff structure is 
geographically focused with a southwest team and a northeast team (Fil ice 2005). 

Customer Education 

Reviewing Processes and Requirements 

City examples: Cincinnati, Eugene, Orlando, and Portland 

Cost categories: Personnel costs (ongoing review led by staff) 

Sample success Customer satisfaction (by survey), internal sat isfaction by survey), 
indicators: length of process (measured in days) 

From a business perspective, especially for first -time developers and small business 
owners, the development process can be complex and overwhelming. To address 
customer needs for guidance through the process, some cities have made customer 
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education a primary agency goal. Three common approaches to sharpening the learning 
curve include: city-sponsored educational programs for customers, early assistance 
programs, and staff efforts to simplify or streaml ine regu latory requirements. 

St. Paul implemented several measures to create an accessible and less confus ing 
development process. Specifica lly, the city created a Business Resource Center hotline 
customers can call to get infomlalion on required permits and process steps for a particular 
project (Young 2005). The city also implemented a project facilitator structure where 
fac ilitators work as liaisons between the customer and staff members directly involved 
with the ir projects. In this case, thc project facilitator structure serves as an educational 
tool , as the customer has a contact for information and a direct source for feedback. 

Early assistance initiatives 

City examples: Austin, Portland, Kansas City, Orlando, St. Paul, and San Diego 

Cost Personnel costs (cursory or in-depth consultation by staff on a one
categories: on-one or group basis) 

Sample success Customer satisfaction (by survey), internal satisfaction (by survey), 
indicators: length ofpre-application process (measured in days) 

San Diego caters to firsHime users through early assistance programs that give applicants 
an in-depth understanding of the process. Early assistance programs provide imperative 
information to the customer, such as project feas ibility, cost, and the development 
schedule. In addition to keep ing the customer informed, early ass istance initiatives improve 
predictability and turnaround time for the customer and staff. Furthermore, San Diego has a 
un iform appl ication intake process that includes a quantitative check of a project to make 
sure applications meet predetermined minimum standards for review, contain sufficient 
information to initiate the formal review process and to get to a decision point, and to 
enable a high qua lity review. Although the un iform application intake process is mainly 
geared toward fac ilitating a consistent process for all projects and customers, the measure 
also ensures that the customer is adequately informed about regulatory requirements. 

Education programs 

City examples: Kansas City and Portland 

Cost categories: Personnel costs (stafT time to coordinate education programs) 

Sample success Number of people in attendance, customer sat isfaction (by survey) 
indicators: 

Portland implemented a Lunch and Learn Program to educate developers, small business 
owners, and other customers about the city's permitting and planning process. Customers 
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join City Development Services staff members for lunch to learn the latest information 
and requirements to keep development projects on track. 

Portland also created a two-track permit program tailored to meet the needs of the 
applicant, based on level of experience and familiarity with Portland building codes. 
Track one offers assistance to app licants who want extra help navigating through the 
permit process. Fi rst-time applicants and those who have little experience with Portland's 
building codes, such as small business owners, will be required to use this track, but any 
appl icant may choose this level of assistance (Phill ips 2005). 

Final ly, Portland has aimed for continual improvements in streamlining its permit process 
and regulatory requirements. Beginning in 2002, Portland ' s Bureau of Development 
Services and Bureau of P lanning implemented the Regulatory Improvement Plan . 
Together, the two departments worked with stakeholders and community groups to 
deve lop work plans to improve existing regu lations. As a result of this effort, the city 
modified outdated regulations, clarify code language, and review codes to determine if 
they are creat ing regulatory barriers. The main goal for these initiatives was to ease the 
degree of difficulty for customers striving to complete deve lopment projects. 

Lessons Learned 
This section has outlined nine innovative approaches other cities have taken to making 
their development review processes more efficient. Cities use one or more of these 
approaches to address problems similar to those Madison faces. We can learn five key 
lessons from analyz ing the successful changes cities have made. 

Lesson One: Successful initiatives focus on customer satisfaction, needs, and 
education as their first priority. "Customer sati sfaction is now the focal point of the 
bureau. [Our] bureau continues to better align its goals with the goals of the customer," 
says Jackie Phillips of Portland ' s Bureau of Development Services. Interv iewees in 
several cities echoed Phillips' focus on customer satisfaction. Interviewees noted that 
their definition of "customers" included applicants and other stakeholders, such as 
neighborhood associations and internal staff. 

Lesson Two: Successful in itiatives facilitate coordinated public involvement 
and emphasize to customers the necessity of early action. Coordinated public 
involvement and early action on the parts of the applicant and public groups who 
provide feedback are key to ensuring an equitable and efficient development process. 
Neighborhood associations, for example, have a right to provide feedback to applicants 
who are planning changes in the associations' respective neighborhoods. Developers, 
for example, benefit from rece iving this feedback early in the process and in a consistent 
manner. Initiatives that provide a vehicle for consistent public input and strongly 
encourage process applicants to engage the community early in the process are 
likely to be more efficient. 
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Lesson Three: Successful initiatives place a high priority on fostering internal 
and external communication and coordination. Communication within and among 
agencies involved in the development process is critical to an efficient process. Thus, 
any successful init iative a city implements likely includes an element ofirnprovement 
on communication. 

Lesson Four: Successful initiatives arc sustainable in the long-term and reflect 
the capacity of a city's budget. Interviewees from some cities indicated that initiatives 
had to be pared down in response to city budget cuts. For an initiative to be successful, 
it must be sensitive to a city's fiscal climate and long-term projections. 

Lesson Five: Successful initiatives facilitate continual improvement toward 
streamlining complex regulations. Nearly all of the cities interviewed in this report 
emphasized the importance of continuous review and periodic overhaul of process 
requirements and related ordinances. 

Given the nine innovative approaches and fi ve key lessons about making effective 
changes to the development process, Madison has the opportunity to implement one 
or a combination of these alternatives with consideration to current fiscal and political 
constraints. 
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Summary oCKey Findings 
The following section relates the concerns from Madison's developers and business 
owners to potential options we found from the other ci ti es we researched. Previously, 
we outlined four primary concerns with Madison's development review process: 

(I) the process seems relatively slow, 

(2) divergent ordinances lead to inter-agency conflict, 

(3) comments from neighborhood associations and residents 
can be uncoordinated, and 

(4) new applicants may find it difficult to understand the process. 

We then used information gathered from other cities to estimate the level of initial 
investment it would take for Madison to implement our proposed options. 

Concern #1: Madison has a Relatively Slow Development Review Process 
One area of Madison's development review and pennitting process that could be 
improved is in speeding up the process in the pre- and formal application stages. 
This conclusion is based on the fact that other cities have used techniques that Madison 
has not to speed up the process. Th is conclusion is not based on raw data suggesting 
Madison's process is slow. From our case studies, we identified three ways in which 
the City might expedite the plan review process: 

(I) concurrent plan review and automated comment compilation 
through the use of appropriate software, 

(2) the use of project facilitators, and 

(3) implementation of a one-stop shop for the development review 
and pcnnitling process. 

The goal of these po licies is to reduce the amount of time it takes to review plans 
and provide comments to applicants. 

Proposed Option #1: Implement Automated Tracking Systems 
Automated tracking systems allow for the concurrent review of plans by the various 
reviewing agencies . While there is little data to illustrate average time reduction resulting 
from the use of automated tracking systems, we consider this a viable option for 
Madison. 

Ultimately, the most efficient development rev iew process would be automated from start 
to finish. Madison has automated tracking systems in place to review most of the process 
concurrently. However, a comprehensive automated tracking process would save 
additional time. Another benefit of this policy is that an applicant could begin to make 
changes immediately after an agency is finished reviewing an application and has 
electronically posted its comments. This response is especially valuable early in the 
process when making changes is less costly. 
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To implement an automated tracking system, the city would need to invest in a software 
program designed for development review. The American Planning Association estimates 
that pennit-tracking systems cost anywhere from $50,000 to $250,000 (Bain 1999). 
Madison would need to update the system periodically and employ technical stafTto 
implement and maintain the new system. The goal would be to combine elements of 
Madison's development review and permitting process that are already electronic and 
automated. 

Proposed Option #2 : Make Use of Project Facilitators 
Project faci litators can speed up the plan review process if they hold reviewers 
accountable for making timely decisions. A staff person inside the development review 
process would have a better idea about who to contact to make sure plans are reviewed in 
a timely fashion. Also, having one person with whom applicants can consult may make it 
eas ier for applicants to follow up on the progress of their appl ications. 

Ideally, project facil itators might be responsible for 15 to 20 projects at a time, and for 
those projects, they would serve as the liaison between the applicant and the planning 
department. 14 They would only be assigned to zoning-complex projects. If the planning 
department processes about 150 zoning-complex projects per year, and assuming that 
these projects take an average of four months to complete, in each third of the year, the 
Department of Planning and Deve lopment may process about 50 projects (assuming the 
projects are di stri buted evenly throughout the year). Assuming that project facilitators 
were responsible for 15 to 20 projects at a time, the Department of Planning and 
Development would need three or four project facilitators, whose salaries could be 
reasonably expected to average about $50,000. 15 Given these assumptions, the 
department could expect to pay between $150,000 and $200,000 in project faci litator 
sa laries, not including benefits. This is not necessarily an addition to ex isting salary 
expenditures as some planners could be reassigned as project facilitators. 

Another way in which project facilitators could improve the efficiency of the 
development review and permitting process would be to grant them authority to sign ofT 
on certain types of projects. Making this change could reduce the time applicants spend 
in the first two stages of the review process for moderately complicated projects. This 
would also require the City to detcnnine wh ich types of projects would qualify for quick 
sign-ofT. make corresponding changes in ordinances to renect the new authority of 
project facilitators in these situations, and possibly create some kind of appeals structure. 

l~ This estimate is ba..ed on project manager case loads for Arapahoe County Planning Department in Colorado which 
was not includcd in the case study but wa~ known to use project facilit ators. Cascloads depend largely upon the state of 
the economy, but 15 to 20 was considcred ideal. The assumption was that project facilitators (or in Arapahoe County, 
project managers) would have time to work on long-range projects such as long-term planning, thus avoiding 'potential 
bum oul' (Kendrick 2005). For a position descript ion, see Appendix D . 
., This est imate comes from St. Pau~ where average salaries for project racilitatorS are e$limatcd to be about $50,000 
(the pay range is bel\\'Ccn S42,000 and S63,OOO). 
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Proposed Option #3: Implement a One-Stop Shop 
From our case studies, we learned that one important benefit of creating a one-stop 
shop is the ease with which people from different agencies can work with one 
another. Cities that implement one-stop shops cite reduction of project review time 
as a goal. For example, Austin's objective was "to create a faster, friendlier 
development process and maintain compliance," and included a speci fic goal of 
reducing permit cycle times from 160 days to 128 days. 16 

Although a one-stop shop structure may help to speed up the review process, a 
significant investment may be needed to implement a one-stop shop. It requires 
enough space to relocate all personnel, or at the very least a representative from 
each agency, into one building, a software system for record-keeping and to 
coordinate the agencies, and staff re-organization and training on the new software. 
Additionally, a project manager or facilitator would most likely need to be hired to 
manage and oversee the new operation. These changes, if implemented, would 
inevitably result in significant costs for the City, but the return on the investment 
may be substantial. [f Madison were to create a one-stop shop, it seems likely that 
renting an existing, centrally located space would be much less expensive than 
building a new bui lding. Renting space in Madison might cost between $18.50 and 
$20.00 per square foot. 17 Build-out expenses for space configuration and wiring 
could cost as much as $21.00 per square foot, and actual moving expenses may cost 
about $1.25 per square foot. The move would likely take between one and two days, 
during which time the Department of Planning and Development may experience 
lost work hours. If the new facility occupied 4,000 square feet, a move might cost 
about $90,000 in moving and build out expenses and likely one lost work day if half 
of the office could continue to work while the other half was being moved. Annual 
rent for the new facility is estimated to cost $78,000. 18 

16 Austin, Texas, New Service Oclivery Model Presentation, hnp:!!www.ei.auslin.tx.usldevelopmentlnewJltoeess.hlm. 
Accessed April 26, 2005. 
17 This estimate is based on !'tnt paid for state owned buildings and may differ from those paid for city owned 
buildings. 
II All moving cost estimates come from an interview with Jennifer Ondrejka, executive director of the Wisconsin 
Council on Developmental Disabilities, wbose office moved in 2004. 
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Concern #2: Divergent Ordinances Lead to Inter-Agency Conflict 
A second concern is that divergent ord inances lead to inter·agency conflict. Although 
Mayor Dave Cies lewicz has appointed a staff team to address the problem ofconflicling 
ordinances, the City of Madison may want to consider strateg ies to prevent conflicts 
between ordinances in the future. For instance, as Madison finishes updating its 
Comprehensive Plan, some zoning ord inances may conflict with the new planning goals 
of the City. If those conflicts are not identified and eliminated as soon as the updates are 
completed, they will likcly cause conflicts between reviewing agencies. 

Proposed Option: Dedicate Staff to Ordinance Updates 
To prevent ordinances from causing inter-agency conflicts, the City might consider 
appointing a standing committee of city staff to maintain consistency among city goals 
and ordinances. Currently, a city staff committee meets twice monthly to review 
ordinances and suggest improvements. These efforts are insufficient, because this 
continuous review is not thorough, and staff members need more time to make 
substantive changes. 

Concern #3: Lack of Coordinated Public Involvement 
A th ird issue our report identified is the lack of coordinated public invo lvement in the 
pennitting and planning processes. Currently, Madison has more than 120 neighborhood 
associations that are responsible for representing the interests of residents in planning and 
community enhancement. 19 These organ izations serve an important purpose as they repre
sent the community in the type of neighborhood-based planning Madison's Department of 
Planning and Development has traditionally used. While neighborhood associations do not 
have final authority over approvals, the associations rely on alders and the Plan Commis
sion to represent them regarding an app licant's development proposal. The applicant has 
the ability to move a project forward by making sure he or she is compliant with ordinances 
and codes but has less ability to present his or her project to a neighborhood association or 
community group and expect a consistent formal rcsponse. The informal lines of communi
cation between neighborhood associations and alders and between neighborhood 
associations and developers can delay the pre-application process, and th is inefficient 
communication process is a source of frustration for all involved part ies. 

The cities researched in thi s report addressed this inefficient process by facilitating 
communication among neighborhood associations, applicants, and city officials and staff 
in three diffcrent ways: 

(I) creating represented neighborhood involvement, 
(2) making their automated tracking systems availab le to the public, and 

(3) requiring earlier public notification. 

19 City of Madison web site: hnp:llwww.ci.madison.wi.us/planninglndpiindcx.htmI.Accessed on April 18, 200S. 
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Proposed Option #1 : Create Represented Neighborhood Involvement 
S1. Paul encourages neighborhood involvement by providing geographically focused 
representation. The city is divided into 19 districts, and each district represents severa l 
neighborhoods. Each district has a board of directors made up of neighborhood 
representatives. These districts provide a structured means by which residents can draft a 
district plan and provide feedback on proposed development projects. This structured 
feedback, along with proactive work on the part of districts, helps applicants present 
developments plan cons istent with community priorities and values (Lynch 2005). 

This proposed solut ion fits in the medium initia l investment range projects that 
don't require large in itial investments on bui lding or renovating buildings, 
implementing new technology, or large-scale personne l costs. This proposed 
so lution could be implemented in a number of different ways. Districts in S1. Paul 
receive grants from the city to pay for a part-time staff person, office space, and 
meeting expenses (Lynch 2005). City capacity funding for these districts is integral 
to this option's success; Cincinnati applied thi s option in the [onn of Cincinnat i 
Ne ighborhood Action Strategy teams but was unsuccessful because it was 
underfunded (Briggs 2005). 

Proposed Option #2: Make Automated Tracking System Available to Public 
Other cities use an automated tracking system to facilitate communication among 
stakeholders. Cities achieve a higher level of accountability and clarity when all 
stakeholders can see the progress of a development project. By using the automated 
track ing system, ne ighborhood association representatives and other interested parties 
can access information about a project and read city staff comments and decisions. 
They can then respond by contact ing the planning department or applicant. 

A web-based automated tracking system would be expensive. System requirements can 
be demanding and may requi re significant technology upgrades . The software itself is 
also expensive and impl ies a commitment to upgrades. Web design and maintenance and 
software training may require a substantial initial investment, but after the system is up 
and running, it should require a re latively small amount of maintenance. 

Proposed Option #3: Require Earlier Public Notification 
To facilitate public involvement, some cities have employed earlier public noti fication 
at the pre-application process stage. When cities incrcase the time that neighborhood 
associations, which are oftc.n volunteer-run, have to review an applicant's project, 
public feedback is oftcn more constructive and community-supported. 

This is a low-cost option for increasing public involvement that may have a low 
return because giving residents morc time to review a project does not ensure higher 
quality community organ izing or earlier public participation in the process. Th is 
option might have some initial cost in terms of staff time for implementing the 
extended pre-appl ication process and informing potential applicants of the change. 
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Concern #4: Lack of understanding of application process 
for small business and first-time users 
The final issue 10 be addressed is the applicant's lack of understanding of the 
development process. The application process and the regulatory requirements 
involved in Madison's development process are often perceived as complex and 
confusing to customers. The complexity of the process is a complaint of small 
business owners and first-time developers who arc unramiliar with the process 
or do not have adequate time or resou rces to devote to learning about the process. 
As a result, many applicants become frustrated. 

OUf research indicates that Madison's planning department is not alone in its need 
to find new ways to facilitate understanding of its development review process among 
business owners and developers. Based on the changes made in the other cities cited 
in our analysis, Madison could consider several options for dealing with this issue. 
Other cities have taken four types of approaches to this problem: (I) implementing 
a one-stop shop, (2) expanding existing educational programs and tools, (3) using 
project facilitators, and (4) creating a system ofteam consultation. 

Proposed Option #1: Implement a One-Stop Shop 
With representatives of various agencies housed in one centralized location, a 
one-stop shop provides a way in which customers have easy access to resources 
needed throughout each step of development. A one-stop shop is an avenue for 
better understanding because it offers a convenient means of obtaining direct 
information from sta ff members involved in the process.20 

Proposed Option #2: Enhance Educational Programs and Tools 
Madison's Department of Planning and Development could expand upon its existing 
educational programs. Enhanced educational programs can foster improved customer 
understanding of the regulatory requirements and steps of the development procedure. 
Although Madison already has a Business Resource Center in place where two full 
time staff members are available to answer development questions, some of the cities 
in our research take their educational programs a step further. 

For example, Madison could use Port land 's Lunch and Learn Program as a model for 
an enhanced educational program. The Lunch and Learn Program is designed to 
provide training and assistance to the business community involved in development. 
These bi-monthly lunches serve as a way for Portland 's planning staff to keep the 
community up-ta-date with the latest infonnation and requirements. 

20 For a discussion of the inveslmcnlS required to implement a one-SlOp shop, please sec Proposed Oplion #3 
under Concern # I. 
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Another advantage of enhanced educational services is that they can provide a direct 
line of communication between the planning department and its customers. For instance, 
S1. Paul's planning department offers a hotlinc to the community that customers can call 
to ask planning staff members questions specifica lly related to their projects and 
development needs (Young 2005). 

Finally, Madison could implement a system like Portland's permit tracking system that 
groups applicants into two different groups: first-time and longtime developers . First
time customers are placed in Track One and are given additional tra ining and assistance 
to help them complete the process. If Madison were to implement a lunch-and-Iearn 
program, program costs would be low, consisting of city staff time spent with applicants. 
On the other hand, if the Planning Department decided to implement a permit tracking 
system, an investment in new technology and software would be needed. 

Proposed Option #3: Make Use of Project Facilitators 
Project fac il itators are also an effective option for improving customer understanding of 
the development process. Project facilitators are assigned to specific projects, and they 
provide customers with a contact person who is knowledgeable about the steps and 
requirements of development. This means that one of the major roles of a project 
facilitator is to provide educational assistance to their designated customers. In teons of 
investments needed, adequate resources would be required to hire employees or train 
existing employees. 

Proposed Option #4: Facilitate Team Consultation 
Another approach, team consultation, provides a forum in which applicants can receive 
quality feedback from all reviewing agencies at any stage of the application process. 
Team consultation involves representatives from all the agenc ies that participate in 
reviewing an appl ication. In Kansas City ' s planning department, for example, every 
representative sets as ide two hours per week to meet with applicants, allowing one hour 
of consultation on each of two projects (Pajor 2005). Team consultation also helps staff 
become familiar with the needs and concerns of other agencies. Madison would need to 
consider the personnel costs associated with two hours each week for a large number of 
agency representatives when estimating costs for this alternative. 
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Analysis of Key Findings 
The Department of Planning and Development and the City of Madison could address 
the concerns highl ighted in this analysis in many ways. The last section described which 
types of streamlining options might be appropriate for each of the four areas of cone em. 
The best opt ion for the Department of Planning and Development may not be a s ingle 
streamlining techn ique, but rather a combinat ion of techniques. Factors to consider when 
evaluating an option for streamlining are how well the option addresses the issues 
highlighted in the analys is of Madison ' s current system, financial barriers, physical 
barriers, and political feasibility. This analysis focuses on how well the streamlining 
options address Madi son' s issues and physical barriers as factors, and gives a general 
consideration of expense. While we cannot explicitly include costs in our analysis, 
we do consider relative costs of the various options. We leave consideration of political 
feasibility to those who may be more familiar with the political climate oflhe Department 
of Planning and Development as a unit within city government. 

Table 4 summarizes which streamlining options address each of Madison's concerns. 
Options toward the top generally involve a higher investment than those toward the 
bottom. 

Table 4 
Considering the Options in Light of Concerns about Madison's Permitting Process 

Concerns addressed 

Speed of Uncoordinated Understanding 
review Conflicting neighborhood of application 
process ordinances involvement process 

One-stop shop X X X 

Project 
f ac i J j tator (au toma ted X X X 

tracking system 

Automated tracking 
system 

X X 

Facilitated 
X X 

communication 

Project fac ilitator X X 

Ordinance overhaul X 

Team consultation X 

Education programs X 

Earlier notification X 
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It is now clear that there are various ways to address each of Madison's concerns. 
The relatively low investment opt ion wou ld be to implement earlier notification 
to address issues of coordinated neighborhood involvement and restructure staff to 
provide team consultations . Given existing faci lities, it is important to note that 
there is a great deal of competition for limited meeting space. Without the space 
for team consultation, this option will either be more expens ive or less comfortable. 
Another issue is the politica l feasibility of requiring earlier notification. In general, 
this would require that applicants spend more time developing a plan in the early 
stages so that neighborhoods can be informed earl ier than they are now. While earlier 
notification may address the concerns about coordinated neighborhood involvement, 
it might a lso increase frust ration about how much it costs to do bus iness in Madison. 

The city could address each of Madison's concerns by implementing a combination 
ofteam consu ltation and fac ilitated communication. Again, the concern about space 
might limit the effectiveness of team consultation. 

Both options place much of the burden on City staff. One of the objecti ves of 
streamlining techniques is that it makes the process more efficient for the applicant 
and staff. The more expensive options might ach ieve thi s objective more effectively. 

The most comprehe nsive way to address all of Madison's highlighted concerns 
while at the same time balancing the workload between applicants and staff would 
be a combination of a one-stop shop with an ordinance overhaul or the combination 
of a project facili tator position with an automated tracking system and an ordi nance 
overhaul.21 Either of these options would improve the effic iency of the permitting 
process for city staff and applicants. 

Implicit in the option of a one-stop shop is an upgraded, more sophisticated application 
intake process in addition to an e lectron ic internal review process. The crit ical difference 
between the previous two options is the physical space required along with the initial 
financial investment. We assume a one-stop shop would require a higher initial 
investment due to the acquisition ofa new or remode led faci lity. One-stop shops also 
provide a space where employees from the various agencies work along side each other 
to collaborate on projects. This is eas ier when the agencies are phys ically in the same 
space. Finally, the acqui sition of a new space wou ld create the opportunity to design a 
space that is not on ly funct ional but welcoming to applicants. 

The basic question is whether City of Madison staff can achieve the same cohesiveness 
of a one-stop shop without being in the same phys ical space. Upgrading the intake 
process and the internal review process and hav ing a project faci litator to bridge the gap 
would mit igate the need for everyone to be in the same place. Without quantifying the 
value added of having the space associated with a one-stop shop, we recommend the City 
begin w ith incremental steps. The Department of Planning and Development has already 
begun to implement an automated tracking system. By expanding that system, the 

21 There are other combinations of streaml ining options that at least address each of the areas mentioned, A 
cost-benefit analysis could ascertain which streamlining process produces the largest impact per unit cost. 
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department could decrease the time it takes to review plans by eliminating repetitive 
work; facilitate neighborhood coordination by making up.to·date plans and comments 
readily available to neighbors, neighborhood associations, and alders; and facilitate the 
understanding of the process by applicants through web·based applications. Therefore, 
we suggest the City consider expanding its electronic tracking system while exploring the 
option of project facilitators. We recommend this in conjunction with requesting more 
space to facilitate agency reviews, and, in light of changes to the Comprehensive Plan, an 
ordinance overhaul to ensure consistency. 

Further, we recommend the City consider requesting a cost·benefit analysis of the va lue 
added associated with acquiring space and creating a one-stop shop. Essentially, a one· 
stop shop is a way of selling economic development, but it is unclear what the returns on 
such an investment might look like. Considering this is in addition to project facilitators 
and an automated tracking system, adopting these two options first would set the City up 
to implement a one·stop shop if the results of further analysis suggested the investment 
were worth the cost. 

Suggestions for Further Research 
In the process of gathering information to review Madison's development process and the 
processes of other cities, we came across several issues that we chose not to include in 
this report. While these issues warrant further examination, they are outside the scope of 
our review. First, the City might pursue the idea of creating a process that includes a 
classification between zoning·simple and zon ing·complex. This middle class ification 
could include types of applications that cons istently get approved but that require closer 
consideration than zoning·simple projects. In these cases, a hearing examiner (probably 
from the planning department staff) could review spec ific types of applicat ions and make 
recommendations without involving thc Plan Commission. 
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